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High energy inelastic electron-hadron scattering in peripheral kinematics:
Sum rules for hadron form factors
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Relations between differential cross section for inelastic scattering of electrons on hadrons and hadron
form factors (sum rules) are derived on the basis of analytical properties of heavy photon forward
Compton scattering on hadrons. Sum rules relating the slope of form factors at zero momentum transfer
and anomalous magnetic moments of hadrons with some integrals on photoproduction on a hadron are
obtained as well. The convergency of these integrals is provided by the difference of individual sum rules
for different hadrons. The universal interaction of the Pomeron with nucleons is assumed. We derive the
explicit formulas for the processes of electroproduction on proton and light isobar nuclei. Sudakov’s
parametrization of momenta for peripheral kinematics, relevant here, is used. The light-cone form of
differential cross sections is also discussed. The accuracy of sum rules estimated in frames of pointlike
hadrons and it is shown to be at the level of precision achievable by experiments. Suggestions and
predictions for future experiments are also given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of construction of sum rules, relating the form
factors of electrons with the cross sections of electropro-
duction processes at e�e� high energy collisions, was born
in 1974. In a series of papers the cross sections of processes
such as

e�e� ! �2e�e��e�; �e���e�; �e�2��e�; �e������e�

were calculated in the so-called peripheral kinematics,
when the jets (consisting of particles noted in parentheses)
are moving closely to the initial electron direction in the
center of mass reference frame. These cross sections do not
decrease as a function of the center of mass (CMS) total
beam energy

���
s
p

. Moreover, they are enhanced by a loga-
rithmical factor ln�s=m2� (where m is the electron mass),
which is characteristic for the Weizsacker-Williams ap-
proximation. It was obtained for contribution to the process
of muon pair production cross section from the so-called
bremsstrahlung mechanism (corresponding to the virtual
photon conversion into muon–antimuon pairs) [1,2]:
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where �2 �
�2

6 .
In Ref. [3] Barbieri, Mignaco, and Remiddi calculated

the slope of the Dirac form factor of the electron for q2 !
0:
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The fact that the same coefficients appear in Eqs. (1) and
(2) suggests that a relation exists between the inelastic
cross section and elastic form factors. This relation was
later on derived in Ref. [2].

Here we suggest an extension of these studies to strong
interaction particles, considering QED interactions in the
lowest order of perturbation theory. We suggest sum rules
which relate the nucleon and light nuclei form factors with
the differential cross sections of electron scattering on the
corresponding hadrons in peripheral kinematics. This
kinematics corresponds to the region of very small values
of Bjorken parameter xB in deep inelastic scattering
experiments.

This paper is organized as follows. After describing the
relevant processes in peripheral kinematics, in terms of
Sudakov variables (Sec. II), we recall the analytical prop-
erties of the advanced and the retarded parts of the virtual
Compton scattering amplitudes (Sec. II). Then, briefly we
discuss how to restore gauge invariance and how to for-
mulate the modified optical theorem.

Following QED analysis in [2], we introduce light-cone
projection of the Compton scattering amplitude integrated
on a contour in the s2 plane, where s2 is the invariant mass
squared of the hadronic jet.

Sum rules (Sec. III) arise when the Feynman contour in
the s2 plane is closed to the left singularities of the
Compton amplitude and to the right ones on the real
axes. Sum rules obtained in such a way contain the left
hand cut contribution, which is difficult to be interpreted in
terms of cross sections. Moreover, ultraviolet divergencies
of contour integral arising from Pomeron Regge pole con-
-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society
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tribution are present. Therefore, the final sum rules consist
of differences, constructed in such a way to compensate the
Pomeron contributions and the left hand cuts, as well.

The applications to different kinds of targets, as proton
and neutron, deuteron and light nuclei, are explicitly given.
Appendix A is devoted to an estimation of the left cut
contribution which is proportional to the cross section of
proton photoproduction of a p �p pair taking into account
the effect of identity of protons in final state in the frame-
work of a simple model. In Appendix B the details of
kinematics of recoil target particle momentum is investi-
gated in terms of Sudakov’s approach.

A. Sudakov parametrization

Let us consider the process presented in Fig. 1, where the
inelastic electron—hadron interaction occurs through a
virtual photon of momentum q. The particle momenta
are indicated in the equation: p2 � M2, p2

1 � p021 � m2.
The total energy is s � �p� p1�

2 and the momentum
transfer from the initial to the final electron is t � �p1 �
p01�

2.
Let us introduce some useful notations, in order to

calculate the differential cross section for the process of
Fig. 1, where the hadron is a proton in peripheral kinemat-
ics, i.e., s��t ’ M2. Therefore s � �p1 � p�

2 � M2 �
m2 � 2pp1 ’ 2pp1 � 2ME� M2 � m2.

The differential cross section can be written as

d� �
1

2 � 2 � 2s

X
jMj2d�: (3)

Let us define two lightlike vectors:

~p � p� p1
M2

s
; ~p1 � p1 � p

m2

s

and a transversal vector, q?, such that ~pq? � p1q? � 0:
Therefore, ~p2 � O�m

2M4

s2 � and similarly ~p2 � O�m
4M2

s2 �.
Terms of order O�M

2

s ;
m2

M2� compared to ones of order 1 we
)
1

e(p
’)

1
e(p

(q)*γ

h(p) X

FIG. 1. Feynman diagram for inelastic electron-hadron scat-
tering.

125016
will neglect systematically. In the laboratory system, with
an appropriate choice of the axis, the four vectors are
written, in explicit form, as ~p1 � p1 � E�1; 1; 0; 0�, ~p �
M
2 �1;�1; 0; 0�, and q? � �0; 0; qx; qy�, q2

? � � ~q
2 < 0,

which is essentially a two-dimensional vector. Let us ex-
press the four momentum of the exchanged photon in the
Sudakov parametrization, in an infinite momentum frame,
as a function of two (small) parameters � and � (Sudakov
parameters):

q � �~p� �~p1 � q?: (4)

The on-mass shell condition for the scattered electron
can be written as

p021 �m
2 � �p1 � q�2 �m2 � � ~q2 � s��� �s� �m2

� 0 (5)

where we use the relation

2p1 ~p1 � 2p1

�
p1 � p

m2

s

�
� m2: (6)

Similarly, one can find 2p~p � M2.
From the definition, Eq. (4), and using Eq. (5), the

momentum squared of the virtual photon is

q2 � s��� ~q2 � �
~q2 �m2�2

1� �
< 0:

The variable � is related to the invariant mass of the proton
jet, the set of particles moving close to the direction of the
initial proton:

s2 � �q� p�
2 �M2 � ~q2 ’ s�

neglecting small terms as s�� and �M2 (Weizsacker-
Williams approximation [4]). We discuss later the conse-
quences of such approximation on the s-dependence of the
cross section. In these notations the phase space of the final
particle

d� � �2��4
d3p01

2�01�2��
3 �n

1

d3qi
2�i�2��

3

	 	4

�
p1 � p� p01 �

Xn
i

qi

�
; (7)

introducing an auxiliary integration on the photon trans-
ferred momentum

R
d4q	4�p1 � q� p

0
1� � 1, can be

written as

d� � �2���3	4��p1 � q�2 �m2�d4qd�H; (8)

where d�H is the hadron phase space:

d�H � �2��
4	4

�
p� q�

Xn
i

qi

�
�n

1

d3qi
2�i�2��

3 : (9)
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagram for e�e� scattering at the order �3.
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In the Sudakov parametrization:

d4q �
s
2
d�d�d2q? ’

ds2

2s
d�s��d2 ~q; (10)

we obtain

d� �
ds2

2s
d2 ~q�2���3d�H: (11)

Let us use the matrix elements to be expressed by the
Sudakov parameters. Then it can be rewritten into the form

M �
4��

q2 u�p01��
�u�p1�J



Hg�
: (12)

It is convenient to use here the Gribov representation of
the numerator of the (exact) Green function in the
Feynman gauge for the exchanged photon:

g�
 � �g?��
 �
2

s
�~p� ~p1
 � ~p
 ~p1��: (13)

All three terms in the right-hand side of the previous
equation give contributions to the matrix element propor-
tional to

1:
s

M2 :
M
s
:

So, the main contribution (with power accuracy) is

M �
4��

q2

2

s
u�p01�p̂u�p1�J



Hp1
 �

8��s

q2 N
J 

Hp1


s
;

(14)

with N � 1
s u�p

0
1�p̂u�p1�. One can see explicitly the pro-

portionality of the matrix element of peripheral processes
to s, in the high energy limit, s��t. It follows from the
relation

P
poljNj

2 � 1
s2 Trp̂01p̂p̂1p̂ � 2 and from the fact,

that the quantity 1
sJ



Hp1
 is finite in this limit. Such term

can be further transformed using the conservation of the
hadron current J 


Hq
 ’ ��p1 � q?�
J 

H � 0. The latter

leads to

1

s
J 

Hp1
 �

1

s�
~q � ~J H �

j ~qj
s2
� ~e � ~J H�; (15)

where ~e � ~q=j ~qj is the polarization vector of the virtual
photon. As a result, one finds:

X
jMj2 �

�8��s�2j ~qj2


� ~q�2 �m2�s2

s �
2�2

2

s2
2

� ~J H � ~e�2: (16)

With the help of Eqs. (7), (14), and (16) one finds

d��e�p!e�jet� �
�2d2q ~q2ds2

�
� ~q�2 �m2�s2

s �
2�2s2

2

� ~e � ~J H�
2d�H:

(17)

Let us note that the differential cross section at ~q2 � 0
does not depend on the CMS energy

���
s
p

. In the logarithmic
(Weizsacker-Williams) approximation, the integral over
125016
the transverse momentum ~q, at small ~q2, gives rise to large
logarithm:

�‘tot �
�
�

ln
�
s2Q2

M4m2

�Z 1
sth

ds2

s2
����p!X�tot �s2�; (18)

where sth � �M�m��
2 �M2, Q2 is the characteristic

momentum transfer squared, Q2 ’ M2, and we introduced
the total cross section for real polarized photons interacting
with protons:

���
�p!X�

tot �s2; q2 � 0� �
��
s2

Z
� ~J H � ~e�2d�H: (19)

The differential cross section (18) is closely related (due
to the optical theorem) with the s-channel discontinuity of
the forward amplitude for electron-proton scattering with
the same intermediate state: a single electron and a jet,
moving in opposite directions [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]
where, by Cutkovsky rule, the denominators of the ‘‘cut-
ted’’ lines in the Feynman graph of Fig. 2(b) must be
replaced by:

1

q2 �M2 � i0
! �2�i	�q2 �M2�: (20)

For the spin-averaged forward-scattering amplitude we
have

�sA�s� �
4s�

�2

Z d2q? ~q
2

�q2�2

Z ds2

s2
���

�p!X��s2; q� (21)

with

���
�p!X��s2; q� �

Z 4��
2 � 2 � 2s2

� ~J H � ~e�
2d�H: (22)

From the formulas given above we obtain

d�s
�AeY!eY

d2q
� 2s

d�eY!eY

d2q
; (23)

where �AeY!eY is the averaged on spin states forward-
scattering amplitude. This relation is the statement of the
optical theorem in differential form.
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Let us now consider the discontinuity of the forward-
scattering amplitude with the electron and proton inter-
mediate state, we call it a ‘‘pole contribution.’’ For the case
of elastic electron-proton scattering we have

d�s
�Aep!ep

d2q
�

�4���2

�q2�2s�2��2
Sp; (24)

with

Sp � Sp�P̂�M���q��P̂0 �M����q��;
125016
and

��q� � F1p̂1 �
1

2M
F2q̂p̂1:

A simple calculation gives Sp � 2s2
�F1�
2 � ��F2�

2�,
with � � ~q2=�4M2

p�.
For the case of electron-deuteron scattering we use the

electromagnetic vertex of deuteron in the form [5]
h��
0
�P0�jJEM

� �q�j�
��P�i � d�

�
F1��

�0���� �
F3

2M2
d

���
0�q����q�

�
� F2
�

�
��q�

�0�� � ��
0�
� ��

�q��; (25)
(a) (b)

q q

p p

FIG. 3. Illustration of retarded (a) and advanced (b) virtual
photon emission and absorption diagrams. The diagram contain-
ing Pomeron is not considered here.
where P2 � �P0�2 � M2
d (Md) is the deuteron mass),d� �

�P0 � P��; q� � �P
0 � P�� and ���P� is the polarization

vector of deuteron in chiral state �. It has the properties:

�2 � �1; ���P�P� � 0;

X
�

���P������P�
 � g�
 �
P�P

M2
d

:
(26)

For the spin averaged forward-scattering amplitude one has

d�s
�Aed!ed

d2q
�

2s�4���2

3�q2�2�2��2
Tr; (27)

with

Tr � 2�F1�
2 � �F1 � 2�d�1� �d�F3�

2 � 2�d�F2�
2;

�d �
~q2

4M2
d

:
(28)

We note that the amplitude corresponding to crossed box-
type Feynman diagram has a zero s-channel discontinuity.

II. VIRTUAL COMPTON SCATTERING ON
PROTON

Let us examine the different contributions to the total
amplitude for virtual photon Compton scattering on a
proton (hadron). Keeping in mind the baryon number
conservation law, we can separate all possible Feynman
diagram into four classes. In one, which will be named as a
class of retarded diagram (the corresponding amplitude is
denoted as A1), the initial state photon is first absorbed by a
nucleon line and then emitted by the scattered proton.
Another class (advanced, A2) corresponds to the diagrams
in which the scattered photon is first emitted along the
nucleon line and the point of absorption is located later on.
The third class corresponds to the case when both photons
do not interact with the initial nucleon line. The corre-
sponding amplitude is denoted as AP. The fourth class
contains diagrams in which only one of external photons
interacts with the nucleon line. The corresponding notation
is Aodd (see Fig. 3):

A�
�s; q� � A�
1 �s; q� � A
�

2 �s; q� � A

�

P �s; q� � Aodd:

(29)

The amplitude A�
P �s; q� corresponds to the Pomeron-type
Feynman diagram [Fig. 4(e)] and gives the nonvanishing
contribution to the total cross sections in the limit of a large
invariant mass squared of initial particles s2 ! 1. The
fourth class amplitude can be relevant in experiments
measuring charge-odd effects and it will not be considered
here. One can show explicitly that each of the 4 classes
amplitudes are gauge invariant. The arguments in favor of
it are essentially the same as was used in the QED case [6].

Let us discuss now the analytical properties of the
retarded part of the forward Compton scattering of a virtual
photon on a proton, A1�s2; q� (see Fig. 4) at the s2-plane.
Because of general principles, the singularities—poles and
branch points— are situated on the real axis.

These singularities are illustrated in Fig. 5. On the right
side, the pole at s2 � 0 corresponds to one nucleon ex-
change in the s2 channel [Fig. 5(a)]; the right hand cut
starts at the pion-nucleon threshold, s2 � �M�m��

2 �
M2. The left cut, related with the u-channel 3-nucleon state
of the Feynman amplitude, is illustrated in Fig. 4(f). It is
situated rather far from the origin at s2 � �8M2. It can be
shown that it is the nearest singularity of the right hand cut.
Really the u-channel cut corresponding to the 2�N state
-4



FIG. 5. Illustration of singularities along the s2 real axis with
the open contour C (a), and with the contour C closed (b),
corresponding to Fig. 4. LC stands for large circle contribution.

P

(e)

P

(q)*γ

h(p)

(a)

π

N

(b)

(f) (g) (h)

N

(c)

πn

N

(d)

N

N

FIG. 4. Feynman diagrams for forward virtual Compton scattering on the proton, contributing to the retarded part of the amplitude:
intermediate state in the s2 channel for a single proton (a), N� (b), Nn� (c),

P
NN (d), two jets s2 channel state, with two Pomeron t

channel state (d), 3N intermediate state in u-channel (e), 3N intermediate state in u2 channel (f). The Feynman diagram of the A2 set
which has s-channel discontinuity is illustrated in (g) and an example of the exotic uchannel state in (h).
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cannot be realized without exotic quantum number states
[see Fig. 4(h)].
1The coincidence of numbers in (1) and (2) is derived from the
absence of the left cut contribution, which is known for planar
Feynman diagram amplitudes.
III. SUM RULES

Following [6] let us introduce the quantity

Z
C
ds2

p�1 p


1A

��p!��p
1�


s2� ~q2�2
�

dI

d ~q2 ; (30)

with the Feynman contour C in the s2 plane as it is shown
in Fig. 5(a).

Sum rules appear when one considers the equality of the
path integrals along the contours obtained by deforming C
such that it is closed to the left and to the right side (Fig. 5).
As a result one finds
125016
d�left

d ~q2 �
d�el � d�Bel

d ~q2 �
d�inel

d ~q2 ; (31)

where d�left

d ~q2 indicates the contribution of the left cut;1

d�Bel

d ~q2
�

4��2Z2

� ~q2�2
:

The latter is generally the Born cross section of the scat-
tering of an electron on any hadron with charge Zwhen the
strong interaction is switched off, and d�el

d ~q2 is the elastic

electron-hadron cross section when the strong interaction
is switched on, in the lowest order of QED coupling
constant. This quantity can be expressed in terms of elec-
tromagnetic form factors of corresponding hadrons.

Using the notation for the generalized square of form
factors as �2, we have the following expression for the
process of electron scattering on a hadron Y with charge Z:

Z2 ��2�� ~q2� �
2� ~q2�2

��2

d�eY!eX

d ~q2 : (32)

For the case of the spin-zero target, the quantity �2 co-
incides with its squared charge form factor.

For the cases of electron scattering on a spin one-half
(proton, 3He,3H), which are described by two form factors
(Dirac’s one F1 and Pauli one F2) we have

Z2
i � F

2
1i�� ~q

2� � �iF
2
2i�� ~q

2� �
2� ~q2�2

��2

d�eYi!eXi

d ~q2 ; (33)
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with

�i �
~q2

4M2
i

; Zp � Z3H � 1; Z3He � 2:

For scattering of electrons on deuteron we have

1�
1

3

2F2

1�� ~q
2� � 
F1�� ~q2� � 2�d�1� �d�F3�� ~q2��2

� 2�dF
2
2�� ~q

2�� �
2� ~q2�2

��2

d�ed!eX

d ~q2 : (34)

These equations can be tested in experiments with
electron-hadron colliders.

Let us consider the differential form of these sum rules
applying the operator : d

d ~q2 � ~q2�2F� ~q2�j ~q2�0 to both sides of

Eq. (34), which can be expressed in terms of charge radii,
anomalous magnetic moments, etc. and of the total photo-
production cross section.

Considering formally this derivative at ~q2 � 0, we ob-
tain

d

d ~q2 �2
Y j ~q2�0 �

2

�2�

Z 1
sth

ds2

s2
��Y!Xtot �s2�: (35)

Unfortunately, the sum rule in this form cannot be used for
experimental verification due to the divergence of the
integral in the right-hand side of this equation. Its origin
follows from the known fact of increasing of photoproduc-
tion cross sections at large values of initial center of mass
energies squares s2. It is commonly known that this fact is
the consequence of Pomeron-Regge pole contribution. The
universal character of Pomeron interaction with nucleons
can be confirmed by the Particle Data Group-2004 (PDG)
result [7]


��p�s2� � ��n�s2��js2!1
� 
2��p�s2� � ��d�s2��js2!1

� 0: (36)

In Ref. [8] a sum rule which contains the difference
between proton and neutron sum photoproduction cross
sections was derived

1

3
hr2
pi �

1

4M2 

2
n � 

2
p� �

2

�2�

Z 1
!n

d!
!

	 
��p!X�!� � ��n!X�!��:

(37)
125016
We use here the known relations

F1�� ~q
2� � 1�

1

6
~q2hr2i �O�� ~q2�2�; F2�0� � ;

with hr2i; , are the charge radius squared and the anoma-
lous magnetic moment of nucleon (in units h=Mc).

It was verified in this paper that this sum rule is fulfilled
within the experimental errors: both sides of the equation
equal 1.925 mb. Here the Pomeron contribution is com-
pensated in the difference of proton and neutron total cross
photoproduction cross sections.

In Ref. [9], the similar combination of cross sections was
considered for A � 3 nuclei:

2

3
hr2

3He
i �

1

3
hr2

3H
i �

1

4M2 

2
3He
� 2

3H
�

�
2

�2�

Z 1
!th

d!
!

��

3He!X�!� � ��
33H!X�!��: (38)

In a similar way, the combination of cross sections of
electron scattering on proton and deuteron leads to the
relation

1

3
hr2
di �

F3�0�

3M2
d

�
1

6M2
d

F2�0�
2 � 2

�
1

3
hr2
pi �

1

4M2
p
2
p

�

�
2

�2�

Z 1
!th

d!
!

��d!Xtot �!� � 2��p!Xtot �!��; (39)

with !th for the deuteron and the proton being different:
�!th�d � 2; 2 MeV; �!th�p � m� �

m2
�

2Mp
� 140 MeV:

We use here the similar expansion for F1 deuteron form
factor F1�0� � 1 and introduce its square charge radius.
Other quantities can be found in Ref. [10]:

F2�0� � �
Md

Mp
�d; �d � 0:857;

2F3�0� � 1� F2�0� �M2
dQd; Qd � 0:2859 fm2:

We find for the right side of Eq. (39) by using [7,11]
2

�2�

�Z 0:260

0:020

d!
!
��d!Xtot �!� �

Z 16

0:260

d!
!

��d!Xtot �!� � 2��p!Xtot �!��

�
� 0:8583 fm2 � 8:583 mb (40)

Using the data for �p and �d cross sections and the parametrization from Ref. [11] we find from Eqs. (39) and (40)

hrdi � 1:94 fm:

This quantity is in a satisfactory agreement with prediction of models based dispersion relations [12] where is hrdi  2 fm.
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The reason for a discrepancy (which does not exceed the
errors of 3% inherent to our approach) can be attributed to
the lack of data for �p and �d cross sections near the
thresholds.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The left cut contribution has no direct interpretation in
terms of cross section. In analogy with the QED case it can
be associated with the contribution to the cross section of
the process of proton-antiproton pair electroproduction on
proton ep! e2p �p, arising from taking into account the
identity of final state protons.

Fortunately, the threshold of this process is located quite
far. Using this fact we can estimate its contribution in the
framework of QED-like model with nucleons and pions
(�-mesons), omitting the form-factor effects (so we put
them equal to coupling constants of nucleons with pions
and vector mesons).

In this paper we applied an optical theorem, which
connects the s-channel discontinuity of the forward-
scattering amplitude with the total cross section. It is valid
for the complete scattering amplitude, whereas we
consider only part of it, A1. We can explicitly point out
on the Feynman diagram [see Fig. 4(g)], contributing to A2,
which has 3 nucleon s-channel states. The relevant contri-
bution can be interpreted as the identity effect of proton
photoproduction of a p �p pair.

The explicit calculation in the framework of our ap-
proach is given by Appendix A. The corresponding con-
tributions to the derivative on ~q2 at ~q2 � 0 of scattering
amplitudes entering the sum rules have an order of magni-
tude

I �
g4M2

�3s2
2 min

:

In order to estimate the strong coupling constant, we use
the PDG value for the total cross section of scattering of the
pion on the proton ��ptot � 20 mb. Keeping in mind the
�-meson t-channel contribution ��p  g4=�4�m2

�� and
the minimal value of three nucleon invariant mass-squared
s2 min � 8M2

p, we have I � �1=15� mb. Comparing this
value with typical values of right- and left-hand sides of
sum rules of order of 2mb, we estimate the error arising by
omitting the left cut contribution as well as replacing our
incomplete cross sections by the measurable ones on the
level of 3%. Gottfried sum rules [15], which are also
related to the present question, suffer from ultraviolet
divergency due to Pomeron exchange contribution.
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APPENDIX A: EFFECT OF IDENTITY OF
PROTONS TO THE CROSS SECTION OF 2p �p

PHOTOPRODUCTION CROSS SECTION

The contribution to the s-channel discontinuity of the
part of the scattering amplitude A�

�p!��p
2 , arising from the

interference of the amplitudes for the creation of a proton-
antiproton pair of bremsstrahlung type, due to the identity
of protons in the final state has the form:

�sA2�s; q� � �
16g4

s2

Z
ds2d�3

S

�q2
1 �m

2
���q

2
2 �m

2
��
;

(A1)

where q1 � P1 � P; q2 � P2 � P and

S � 1
4Sp�P̂�M��5�P̂1 �M�V1�P̂3 �M�V2�P̂2 �M��5;

and V1 � �5
q̂�P̂3�M

d3
p̂1 � p̂1

P̂1�q̂�M
d1

�5;

V2 � �5
�q̂�P̂2�M

d2
p̂1 � p̂1

�P̂3�q̂�M
d3

�5;
d1;2;3 � �q� P1;2;3�

2 �M2; s2 � �P� q�2 �M� q2.
The elements of phase volume can be written as

d�3 � �2��4	4�P� q� P1 � P2 � P3��
3
1

d3Pi
2Ei�2��3

:

Here we consider pions to be interacting with nucleons
with a coupling constant g. The similar expression can be
written for the case when one or both pions are replaced by
the �-meson. It can be shown that the corresponding con-
tributions are approximately one order of magnitude
smaller than those from pions.

We use Sudakov’s parametrization of momenta:

q � � ~P� �p1 � q?; P � ~P�
M2

s
p1;

Pi � �i ~P� �ip1 � Pi?:

(A2)

Using the formulas given above, all the relevant quantities
can be written as

Z
ds2d�3 �

1

4�2��3
d2P1d

2P2d�1d�2

�1�2�3
;

�1 � �2 � �3 � 1; ~P1 � ~P2 � ~P3 � ~q

(A3)

and

s2 � s� � �M2 �
X3

1

~P2
i �M

2

�i
;

q2
i � �

~P2
i � �1� �i�

2

�i
; i � 1; 2;

di � �s2�i � 2 ~q ~Pi � ~q2; i � 1; 2; 3:

(A4)
-7
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Note that the quantities Vi can be written as

V1 � s�5A13 �
�5q̂p̂1

d3
�
p̂1q̂�5

d1
;

V2 � s�5A23 �
�5q̂p̂1

d2
�
p̂1q̂�5

d3
;

(A5)

with

A13 �
�1

d1
�
�3

d3
; A23 �

�2

d2
�
�3

d3
:

In this form the gauge invariance of the contribution to the
forward-scattering amplitude is explicitly seen; namely,
this quantity turns out to zero at ~q! 0, (we see that
replacements q̂p̂1 � q̂?p̂1; p̂1q̂ � p̂1q̂? in V1;2 can be
done).

The calculation of the trace leads to the result:

S

s2 � A13A23S1 � A13

�
1

d3
�

1

d2

�
S2 � A23

�
1

d3
�

1

d1

�
S3

�

�
1

d3
�

1

d1

��
1

d3
�

1

d2

�
S4; (A6)

with

S1 � M4 � 1
2M

2 ~q2 � �PP1��P2P3� � �P3P1��P2P�

� �PP3��P2P1�;

S4 � �
�3 ~q

2

2

M2�3 � �1�PP2� � �2�PP1� � �P1P2��;

S2 �
M2

2

�2� ~q ~P2� � �3� ~q ~P3� � ��1 � 2�3�� ~q ~P1��

�
1

2

� ~q ~P3�
�P1P2� � �2�PP1� � �1�PP2��

� � ~q ~P2�
�P1P3� � �3�PP1� � �1�PP3��

� � ~q ~P1�
�P3P2� � �2�PP3� � �3�PP2���;

S3 �
M2

2

�3� ~q ~P3� � �1� ~q ~P1� � ��2 � 2�3�� ~q ~P2��

�
1

2

� ~q ~P1�
��P3P2� � �3�PP2� � �2�PP3��

� � ~q ~P2�
�P1P3� � �3�PP1� � �1�PP3��

� � ~q ~P3�
�P1P2� � �1�PP2� � �2�PP1���: (A7)

The invariants entering this expression have a form

2PPi �
~P2
i �M2�1� �2

i �

�i
;

2PiPj �
��i ~Pj � �j ~Pi�2 �M2��2

i � �
2
j �

�i�j
:

125016
Numerical integration of this expression confirms the
estimate given above within 10%.
APPENDIX B: CORRELATION BETWEEN
MOMENTUM AND THE SCATTERING ANGLE OF

RECOIL PARTICLE IN LAB FRAME

The idea of expanding four vectors of some relativistic
problem using two of them as a basis (Sudakov’s parame-
trization) becomes useful in many regions of quantum field
theory. It was crucial in studying the double logarithmical
asymptotic of amplitudes of processes with large transver-
sal momenta. Being applied to processes with peripheral
kinematics, it essentially coincides with the infinite mo-
mentum frame approach.

Here we demonstrate its application to the study of the
kinematics of the peripheral process of jet formation on a
resting target particle. One of the experimental approaches
to studying them is to measure the recoil particle momen-
tum distribution. For instance, this method is used in the
process of electron-positron pair production by linearly
polarized photon on electrons in a solid target (atomic
electrons). Here the correlation between the recoil
momentum-initial photon plane and the plane of photon
polarization is used to determine the degree of photon
polarization [14].

Sudakov’s parametrization allows us to give a transpar-
ent explanation of correlation between the angle of emis-
sion of the recoil target particle of mass M with the recoil
momentum value in the laboratory reference frame [14]:

j ~P0j
M
�

2 cos�p
sin2�p

;
E0

M
�

1� cos2�p
sin2�p

; (B1)

where ~P0; E0 are the 3-momentum and energy of recoil
particle, �E0�2 � �P0�2 � M2; �p is the angle between the

beam axes ~k in the rest frame of the target particle.

��k� � P�P� ! jet� P�P0�; s � 2kP � 2M!;

P� P0 � q; P2 � �P0�2 � M2:

The kinematics considered here corresponds to the main
contribution to the cross section for a jet moving close to
projectile direction. Using the Sudakov representation for
transfer momentum q � � ~P� �k� q?, and the recoil
particle on-mass shell condition �P� q�2 �M2 � �s��
~q2 � 0, we obtain for the ratio of squares of transversal and
longitudinal components of the 3-momentum of the recoil
particle:

tan 2�p �
~q2

��!�2
�

4M2

~q2 ; ~q2 � � ~P0�2sin2�p: (B2)

The relation noted in the beginning of this section follows
immediately.
-8
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This correlation was first mentioned in Ref. [13], where
the production on electrons from the matter was investi-
gated. It was proven in Ref. [14].
125016
This relation can be applied in experiments with colli-
sions of high energy protons scattered on protons in the
matter.
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Charge asymmetry in electron (positron) scattering arises from the interference of the Born amplitude and
the box-type amplitude corresponding to two virtual photons exchange. It can be extracted from electron-
proton and positron-proton scattering experiments, in the same kinematical conditions. Considering the virtual
photon Compton scattering tensor, which contributes to the box-type amplitude, we separate proton and inelastic
contributions in the intermediate state and parametrize the proton form factors as the sum of long-distance and
short-distance interaction terms. Arguments based on analyticity are given in favor of cancellation of contributions
from proton strong-interaction form factors and of inelastic intermediate states in the box-type amplitudes. In the
framework of this model, with a realistic expression for nucleon form factors, numerical estimations are given
for moderately high energies.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.78.015205 PACS number(s): 25.30.Bf, 13.40.−f, 13.40.Gp

I. INTRODUCTION

The nucleon structure is traditionally investigated by using
electromagnetic probes and assuming that the interaction
occurs through the exchange of a virtual photon, which carries
the momentum transfer, q, from the incident to the scattered
lepton. Recently, considerable attention was devoted to the
2γ exchange amplitude both in scattering and annihilation
channels [1–4], in connection with experimental data on
electromagnetic proton form factors (FFs) [5].

The extraction of the box-type [two-photon exchange
amplitude (TPE)] contribution to the elastic electron-proton
scattering amplitude is one of long-standing problems of
experimental physics. It can be obtained from electron-
proton and positron-proton scattering at the same kinematical
conditions. Similar information about the TPE amplitude in the
annihilation channel can be obtained from the measurement
of the forward-backward asymmetry in proton-antiproton
production in electron-positron annihilation (and from the
time-reversal process).

The theoretical description of the TPE amplitude is strongly
model dependent. Two reasons should be mentioned: The
experimental knowledge of nucleon FFs is restricted to a small
kinematical region, and the contribution of the intermediate
hadronic states can only be calculated with large uncertainty,
the precision of the data being insufficient to constrain the
models.

A general approximation for proton electromagnetic form
factors follows the dipole approximation,

GE(q2) = GM (q2)

µ
= GD(Q2) = (1 + Q2/0.71 GeV2)−2,

(1)
Q2 = −q2 = −t,

where µ is the magnetic moment of proton. However, recent
experiments [5] showed a deviation of the proton electric
FF from this prescription, when measured following the

recoil polarization method [6], which is more precise than
the traditional Rosenbluth separation [7]. Such deviation was
tentatively explained, where the presence of the two-photon
exchange contribution was advocated.

The motivation of this paper is to perform the calculation
of the charge-odd correlation

Aodd = dσ e−p − dσ e+p

2dσ
ep

B

, (2)

in the process of electron-proton scattering in the framework of
an analytical model (AM), free from uncertainties connected
with the inelastic hadronic state in the intermediate state
of the TPE amplitude. In the framework of this model it
is possible to show that there is a compensation between
the effects from strong-interaction FFs and those from the
inelastic intermediate states, within an accuracy discussed in
the following.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce a
new decomposition of proton FFs, separating the long-distance
and short-distance contributions. In Sec. III we formulate the
analytical model and calculate the contribution of the long-
distance part of the FFs. In Sec. IV the resulting expression
for the asymmetry is obtained and we present the results
of numerical integration for asymmetries. Conclusions are
given in Sec. V, where we estimate the accuracy of the
obtained results. The Appendix contains some details of the
calculation.

II. NEW FORM OF THE PROTON FORM FACTORS

The cross section of elastic ep scattering,

e(p1) + p(p) → e(p′
1) + p(p′), (3)

0556-2813/2008/78(1)/015205(6) 015205-1 ©2008 The American Physical Society
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in the Born approximation in the laboratory (Lab) frame [p =
(M, 0, 0, 0), p1 = E(1, 1, 0, 0)] has the form

dσB

d�
= σMσred

ε(1 + τ )
, σM = α2 cos2 θ

2

4E2 sin4 θ
2

1

ρ
,

ρ = 1 + 2E

M
sin2 θ

2
, τ = Q2

4M2
, t = s(1 − ρ)

ρ
,

Q2 = −q2 = −t = 2p1p
′
1, s = 2ME, (4)

u = − s

ρ
= −2pp′

1, s + t + u = 0,

ε−1 = 1 + 2(1 + τ ) tan2 θ

2
,

with

σred = τG2
M + εG2

E, GM = F1 + F2, GE = F1 − τF2.

(5)

Here θ is the laboratory electron scattering angle.
In the analysis of the TPE amplitude we consider the

electromagnetic interactions in the lowest order of pertur-
bation theory. Hadron electromagnetic FFs in the spacelike
region, which parametrize the interaction with the external
electromagnetic vertex as

ū(p′)
[
	1(q2)γµ + 1

2M
q̂γµ	2(q2)

]
u(p),

q = p′ − p, p2 = p
′2 = M2, (6)

are functions of one kinematical variable, q2. We divide the
form factors into two parts:

F1(q2) = F1l(q
2) + F1s(q

2), F2(q2) = F2s(q
2) (7)

with

F1s(0) = 0 and F2s(0) = µ − 1.

The first part of the FFs, F1l , describes the contribution of the
long-distance interaction (small value of Q2, or exchange of
small virtuality gluons). At Q2 = 0, F1l = 1 (normalization
of FFs). At larger Q2 we suppose that this contribution will
vanish owing to Sudakov suppression; the main contribution
will be given by

F1l(q
2) = exp

(
−αsCF

4π
ln2 Q2

m2
q

)
, (8)

where mc ∼ 200 MeV is the constituent quark mass and CF =
(N2

f − 1)/(2Nf ) = 4/3, with Nf = 3 the effective number of
flavors.

So we can chose F1l = �(�2
qcd − Q2). The second con-

tribution, F2s(Q2), corresponding to the contribution of the
short-distance interaction (large Q2, or large virtualities of
exchanged gluons), equals zero at small Q2 and is proportional
to (1/Q2)2 at Q2 > �2

qcd because of the quark counting rule.
Here we suppose �2

qcd ≈ m2
π . The dependence on �qcd or mq

turns out to be very weak.
The contribution of the large distances to F2l(Q2) is

neglected because in all physical values the quantity F2 is

accompanied by the factor Q2, which makes the contribution
of F2l negligible.

In most of the kinematical domain, one can safely neglect
the interference between F1l and F1s , as they act in different
regions of transferred momenta: F 2

1 = F 2
1l + F 2

1s . However,
the derivative at Q2 → 0, which is connected to the charge
radius rp is sensitive to the interference term:

d

dQ2
F 2

1 (Q2)
∣∣
Q2=0 = 2F ′

1s(0).

Parametrizations of spacelike form factors in terms of
fractional polynomials have already been suggested in the
literature (see, e.g., Ref. [8]). The present choice of the strong-
interaction FF is consistent with the following parametrization:

F1s(Q
2) =

Q2r2
p

[
1 + ∑n

1 ck

(
Q2

Q2
0

)k]
6
[
1 + ∑n+3

1 dk

(
Q2

Q2
0

)k] ,

(9)

F2s(Q
2) =

(µ − 1)
[
1 + ∑n

1 ek

(
Q2

Q2
0

)k]
1 + ∑n+3

1 fk

(
Q2

Q2
0

)k
,

where c, d, e, and f can be considered as fitting parameters.
The last coefficients of the series cn, dn+3, en, and fn+3 are
constrained by the high-Q2 asymptotic limit. The low-Q2

properties—F1s(0) = 0, F ′
1s(0) = 1

6 r2
p, and F2s(0) = µ − 1—

are explicitly taken into account.

III. FORMULATION OF THE ANALYTICAL MODEL

Let us now discuss the arguments in favor of mutual
cancellation of the terms of the order of F 2

s with the
contribution of the inelastic hadronic intermediate states in
the TPE amplitude.

The TPE amplitude contains the virtual photon Compton
scattering tensor. It can be split into two terms, when
only strong-interaction contributions to Compton amplitude
are taken into account. One term (the elastic term) is the
generalization of the Born term with the strong-interaction FFs
at the vertexes of the interaction of the virtual photons with
the hadron. We suppose that the hadron before and after the
interaction with the photons remains unchanged. The second
(inelastic) term corresponds to inelastic channels formed by
pions and nucleons or the excited states of the nucleon such as
the the πN and πNN̄ states.

Denoting the loop momenta in the TPE amplitude as k, we
can write the loop momenta phase volume as

d4k = 1

2s
d2k⊥dsedsp,

where se = (p− − k)2 and sp = (p + k)2 are the invariant
mass squared of the electron and proton blocks, and k⊥ is a
two-dimensional Euclidean vector orthogonal to the momenta
of the initial particles: k⊥p− = k⊥p = 0. By considering both
Feynman diagrams, the box and the crossed diagram (Fig. 1),
the integration over se(−∞ < se < ∞) can be done by calcu-
lating the residue by se in the electron Green function (omitting
higher QED corrections). The contour for the sp integration
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for two-photon exchange in elastic ep

scattering: (a) box diagram and (b) crossed box diagram.

has a Feynman contour form: −∞ − i0 < sp < ∞ + i0 (see
Fig. 2).

Let us now consider the analytic properties of the Compton
scattering amplitude with both photons off-mass shell as a
function of the complex variable sp. The singularities on
the physical sheet are a pole, located at sp = M2, which
corresponds to a proton in the intermediate state, and a series of
cuts corresponding to inelastic states of a nucleon accompanied
by pions, and nucleon-antinucleon pairs. The first cut lies
at sπp = (M + mπ )2. The left cut lies at s2 < −(3MN )2 and
corresponds to a pp̄p state in the u channel. Its contribution,
for the case Q2 ∼ s � M2, is suppressed by powers of
(M2/Q2)n, compared with contributions corresponding to
singularities of the right cut, since the operator of higher
twist become relevant. Neglecting the contribution of the left
cut we can close the sp integration contour to the pole and
the sp > sπp cuts, ensuring their mutual cancellation. Similar
considerations were developed in the QED framework [9].
The application of this result to forward elastic ep scattering
amplitude in the high-energy limit allows us to derive sum
rules for the strong-interaction contribution to the proton FF.
The contribution of the left cut, in this case, has to be precisely
calculated. This will be published elsewhere.

Based on this hypothesis (which was proved rigorously
in the QED framework and is here taken as an assumption)
we consider only the long-distance interaction part of the
amplitude corresponding to the one-nucleon (nonexcited) state
in the hadronic block and omit the pure strong-interaction
contributions.

2S

2S

=

(N) (N+π)  (N+2    )π (2NN)(2NN)

LC

+

(b)

(a)

LC

FIG. 2. Illustration of singularities along the s2 real axis with the
open contour C (a) and with the contour C closed (b). LC stays for
the large circle contribution.

Proton FFs enter in the box amplitude in a form that can be
schematically written as∫

d4k

iπ2(e)(p)

F1l(k2) + Fs(k2)

(k)

F1l(k̄2) + Fs(k̄2)

(k̄)
,

(k) = k2 − λ2, (k̄) = (k − q)2 − λ2,

(e) = (k − p1)2 − m2
e, (p) = (k + p)2 − M2, (10)

where we extract the long-distance interaction part and do
not distinguish Dirac and Pauli form factors. This integrand
expression can be rearranged as

F1l(k2)F1l(k̄2)

(k)(k̄)
+ Fs(k2)Fs(k̄2)

(k)(k̄)

+ F1l(k2)Fs(k̄2)

(k)(k̄)
+ Fs(k2)F1l(k̄2)

(k)(k̄)
. (11)

The first term turns out to be zero because of the assumption
about the “long-distance” contribution behavior of the Dirac
form factor (7) [i.e., nonzero contributions of F1l(k2)F1l(k̄2)
are in different kinematical regions]. The second one can
be omitted because of the hypothesis of cancellation of the
interaction at small distance with the contribution from the
inelastic intermediate state. The last two terms coincide and
can be written as

2
Fs(q2)

q2

∫
d4k

iπ2(e)(p)

1

(k)
θ
(
m2

0 − |k2|). (12)

The relevant integral is calculated in the Appendix.
The virtual photon emission contribution to the cross

section has a form [according to Eq. (11)]

dσv

d�
= α3

2πt2M2ρ2
a, (13)

with

a =
∫

d4k

iπ2

1

(k)

ST

(p)

[
Se

(e)
+ Sē

(ē)

]
θ
(
m2

0 − |k2|) (14)

and

(ē) = (k + p′
1)2 − m2

e,

Se = 1

4
Tr p̂′

1γµ(p̂1 − k̂)γνp̂1γη,

Sē = 1

4
Tr p̂′

1γν(p̂′
1 + k̂)γµp̂1γη,

ST = 1

4
Tr(p̂ + M)	η(−q)(p̂′ + M)	ν(k)

× (p̂ + k̂ + M)	µ(q − k),

	µ(q) =
[
F1(q2) + q̂

2M
F2(q2)

]
γµ. (15)

Using the formulas given in the Appendix, we can write the
virtual photon contribution to the differential cross section
with the two-photon exchange, dσv , as

dσ odd
v = 2α

π
ln ρ

(
ln

2EM

λ2
− 1

2
ln ρ

)
dσBorn. (16)

The IR divergence from the virtual photon emission contri-
bution is, as usual, canceled when summing the contribution
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from the emission of soft real photons:

dσ soft

d�
=

[
dσBt

d�
+ dσBbox

d�

]
δodd

soft = dσ soft
Bt

d�
+ dσ soft

Bbox

d�
. (17)

The quantity δodd
Bsoft was considered in Refs. [2,11]:

δodd
Bsoft = −2

4πα

16π3

×
∫

d3k

ω

(
p′

1

p′
1k

− p1

p1k

)(
p′

p′k
− p

pk

)∣∣∣∣
S0,ω� �E

= 2α

π

[
ln

1

ρ
ln

2ρ�E

λ
+ ln x ln ρ + Li2

(
1 − 1

ρx

)

− Li2
(

1 − ρ

x

)]
,

x =
√

1 + τ + √
τ√

1 + τ − √
τ

, (18)

with λ and �E, respectively, the mass and the maximal energy
of the soft photon.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The final result for the asymmetry Aodd (2) is

Aodd = 2α

π

[
ln

1

ρ
ln

(2�E)2

ME
− 5

2
ln2 ρ + ln x ln ρ

+ Li2

(
1 − 1

ρx

)
− Li2

(
1 − ρ

x

)]
,

ρ =
(

1 − Q2

s

)−1

. (19)

The finite part of the asymmetry is calculated for different
values of Q2 and θ . The results are plotted in Fig. 3, as a

FIG. 3. Charge-odd correlation in electron-positron scattering as
a function of the scattering angle θ , for Q2 = 1 GeV2 (thin solid
line), 3 GeV2 (thick solid line), 5 GeV2 (dashed line), 7 GeV2 (dotted
line), and 9 GeV2 (dash-dotted line). The calculation corresponds to
�E = 0.01E [see Eq. (19)].

FIG. 4. Difference between the present asymmetry and the
calculation [11], �A [Eq. (20)], for Q2 = 1 GeV2 (thin solid line), 3
GeV2 (thick solid line), 5 GeV2 (dashed line), 7 GeV2 (dotted line),
and 9 GeV2 (dash-dotted line).

function of θ . The asymmetry vanishes for θ = 0 and reaches
the largest values for θ = π . It is measurable, of the order of
5%. The largest contribution to the asymmetry is given by the
first term in Eq. (19), which depends on the soft photon energy.
The calculation is done for �E = 0.01E.

In Ref. [11], the approach used to calculate the TPE has to
be considered as a model: One of the exchanged photons is
quasireal. The contribution of inelastic intermediate states is
also ignored. The comparison with the results from Ref. [11],
Aodd

MT, is shown in Fig. 4, where the absolute difference

�A = Aodd
MT − Aodd = 2α

π

(
ln

1

ρ
ln

s

Q2
+ 1

2
ln2 ρ

)
(20)

between the two calculation is shown. The present results are
in general smaller, except at small angles, where they are
comparable. The main difference is due to the term related to
ln(Q2/s), which gives a different �E-dependent contribution.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Charge asymmetry in electron-proton elastic scattering
contains essential information on the contribution of the real
part of the 2γ exchange to the reaction amplitude. This
amplitude can shed light on Compton scattering of virtual
photons on the proton. It contains a part corresponding to
a proton intermediate state, which carries the information
on proton FFs. Another term corresponds to excited nucleon
states and inelastic states such as Nπ,N2π , and NN̄N . Their
theoretical investigation is strongly model dependent. Taking
into account the FFs in the TPE amplitude only is inconsistent,
because the amplitude becomes non-gauge-invariant. Only the
consideration of FFs in both inelastic intermediate states and
the TPE amplitude is consistent.

Similar charge and angular asymmetry effects can also
be due to Z-boson exchange, but such a contribution is
small for moderate- to high-energy colliders. The ratio
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of the corresponding contributions can be evaluated as
∼ (πgV gAs)/(αM2

Z) < 5 × 10−3 for s < 10 GeV2 [where gV

(gA) is the vector (axial) coupling constant of the Z boson to
the fermion].

The analytical calculation of the 2γ amplitude with FFs
encounters mathematical difficulties. In Ref. [12] the results
for the box amplitude with arbitrary FFs was investigated.
Other works use different approaches to include FFs, and the
results are quantitatively different [3,11].

The analytical model presented in this paper is based on
two main assumptions:

(i) the separation of the nucleon FFs into two terms, one
of which corresponds to the long-distance contribution,
which contributes explicitly to a narrow region of
transferred momenta, close to zero, and

(ii) the mutual compensation of the short-distance interac-
tion contributions to the TPE amplitude, arising from
nucleon form factors and from inelastic states.

The last assumption, which has been proved in QED and
which holds for zero scattering angle amplitude, has to be
considered as an approximation when applied to the high-
energy limit of large-angle scattering. The tendency of the
elastic proton state and the � resonance in the real part of the
TPE amplitude to cancel was previously noted in the literature
[13], so it can be considered as indirect confirmation of our
model.

The last two terms in Eq. (11) are similar to the kinematical
conditions that were considered in Refs. [11,14] (one photon
is almost on-mass shell and the second carries the whole
momentum), but in the framework of our model we include all
the phase volume and also the contributions from the inelastic
intermediate states.

The numerical results obtained here are in agreement with
our previous calculation [2,4].

Other works [13] devote attention to the excited intermedi-
ate states such as � and N∗ resonances, introducing additional
uncertainties. In our approach, excited states should not be
included, as they correspond to poles in the second physical
sheet. Only contributions from nπN states, with any number
of pions, are included.

Our main assumption about the compensation of pure
strong-interaction-induced contributions to FFs and inelastic
channels allows us to avoid additional uncertainty connected
with inelastic channels. Experiments measuring charge-odd
observables in ep scattering will be critical for the verification
of the validity of our model.

The numerical results show that charge-odd correlations
are of the order of a few percent, in the kinematical region
considered here. Such a value is expected to be larger at larger
Q2 values and could be measured in very precise experiments
at present facilities.
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APPENDIX

The calculation of the integral

I =
∫

d4k

iπ2

1

(k)(e)(p)
θ
(
m2

0 − |k2|) (A1)

is performed by using Sudakov’s momentum parametrization.
For this we build two (almost) lightlike vectors

p̃1 = p1 − p
m2

s
, p̃ = p − p1

M2

s
, s = 2pp1,

p̃2
1 = 0, p̃2 = 0, (A2)

2p̃p = M2, 2p̃1p1 = m2.

The integration is done over the momentum variables:

k = αp̃ + βp̃1 + k⊥, k⊥p = k⊥p1 = 0, k2 = sαβ − 
k2,

and the phase volume is

d4k = s

2
dαdβd2
k.

The analysis of the location of the poles of the denominators
in α and β planes,

(k) = k2 − λ2 = sαβ − 
k2 − λ2 + i0,

(e) = (k − p1)2 − m2 + i0 = sαβ − 
k2 − sα − m2β + i0,

(p) = (k + p)2 − M2 + i0 = sαβ − 
k2 + sβ + M2α + i0,

(A3)

leads to two regions of nonzero contribution, 0 < α, β < 1
and −1 < α, β < 0, with equal contributions. We obtain

I = 2
∫ 1

0
dα

∫ 1

0
dβ

d
k2

iπ

1

sαβ − 
k2 − λ2 + i0

1

−sα − m2β

× 1

sβ + M2α
θ
(
m2

0 − |k2|). (A4)

The real part of I (which is relevant for us) can be extracted
by using the identity 1/(x + i0) = P(1/x) − iπδ(x) and
performing the integration on 
k2:∫ m2

0

0
dzδ(z − a) = θ (a), a = sαβ − λ2, m2

0 > a > 0.

The final answer is

ReI = 2

[
1

2
ln2 s

mM
+ ln

s

mM
ln

mM

λ2
− 1

2
ln2 M

m
− π2

2

]
.

(A5)

It is interesting to compare this result with the same integral
without the cut on |k2|:

J = Re
∫

d4k

iπ2

1

(k)(e)(p)

= ln2 s

mM
− ln2 M

m
+ 2 ln

s

mM
ln

mM

λ2
− 4π2

3
. (A6)

By using similar expressions for another integral of this type,
it is straightforward to recover Eq. (19).
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THE TWO-PHOTON EXCHANGE AMPLITUDE IN ep
AND eμ ELASTIC SCATTERING: A COMPARISON

E. A. Kuraev
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna

E. Tomasi-Gustafsson1

DSM, IRFU, SPhN, Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France

In this note we give arguments in favor of the statement that the contribution of the box diagram
calculated for electronÄmuon elastic scattering can be considered an upper limit to electronÄproton
scattering. As an exact QED calculation can be performed, this statement is useful for constraining
model calculations involving the proton structure.

�μ± § ´μ, ÎÉμ ¢±² ¤ μÉ ¤¨ £· ³³ ”¥°´³ ´  ¸ ¤¢ÊÌËμÉμ´´Ò³ μ¡³¥´μ³ ¢  ³¶²¨ÉÊ¤Ê Ê¶·Ê£μ£μ
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 ³¶²¨ÉÊ¤Ò Ô²¥±É·μ´-¶·μÉμ´´μ£μ · ¸¸¥Ö´¨Ö. �μ¸±μ²Ó±Ê ¤²Ö ¶¥·¢μ£μ ¸²ÊÎ Ö · ¸Î¥É ³μ¦¥É ¡ÒÉÓ
¢Ò¶μ²´¥´ Ö¢´μ ¢ · ³± Ì ±¢ ´Éμ¢μ° Ô²¥±É·μ¤¨´ ³¨±¨, ÔÉμ ÊÉ¢¥·¦¤¥´¨¥ ¶μ²¥§´μ ¤²Ö · ¸Î¥Éμ¢ ¢
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PACS: 25.30.Bf, 13.40.-f, 13.40.Gp

The problem of the two-photon exchange amplitude (TPE) contribution to elastic electronÄ
proton scattering amplitude has been widely discussed in the past, and the main attention was
devoted to single-particle polarization effects [1]. This amplitude has in principle a complex
nature. Experimentally its real part, more exactly the real part of the interference between
one- and two-photon exchange, can be obtained from electronÄproton and positronÄproton
scattering in the same kinematical conditions. A similar information in the annihilation
channel (electronÄpositron annihilation into protonÄantiproton and in the reversal process)
can be obtained from the measurement of the forward-backward asymmetry in the angular
distribution of one of the emitted particles in the reaction center-of-mass (CMS) system.

Recently, a lot of attention was devoted to the two-photon exchange amplitude (TPE) in
electronÄproton elastic scattering as a possible solution to a discrepancy between polarized
and unpolarized measurements devoted to the determination of the proton form factors [2].
Whereas no experimental evidence has been found on the presence of TPE effects (real
part) in non-linearities of the Rosenbluth ˇt, for example [3], the imaginary part is respon-
sible for beam transverse single-spin asymmetry, which although very small, of the order

1E-mail: etomasi@cea.fr
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10−5Ä10−6 (ppm), but has been experimentally measured by experimental collaborations, and
ˇrstly reported in [4].

These results triggered new theoretical work and the asymmetry at ˇrst order of pertur-
bation theory was calculated by several groups, see, for instance, [5]. Inelastic intermediate
states of the TPE amplitude give rise to contributions containing the square of large logarithm
(logarithm of the ratio of the four momentum squared to the electron mass squared). At
higher order of perturbation theory, such contributions were calculated in [6] where it was
shown that they cannot be neglected.

The contribution of the interference of the Born amplitude with the imaginary part of
TPE, which is responsible for one-spin asymmetry, is proportional to the electron mass.
Therefore, its presence does not contradict the KinoshitaÄLeeÄNauenberg theorem [7] about
cancellation of mass singularities, since the corresponding cross sections are suppressed by
the lepton mass.

The theoretical description of TPE amplitude is strongly model-dependent, as it involves
modeling of the proton and of its excited states, but it is still possible to derive rigorous results
and predict exact properties of the two-photon box: model-independent statements based
on symmetry properties of the strong and electromagnetic interaction have been suggested
in [8,9]. It has been proved that, due to C-parity conservation, the amplitude for e+ + e− →
p + p̄, taking into account the interference between one- and two-photon exchange, is an odd
function of cos θ, where θ is the angle of the emitted proton in the CMS of the reaction.

For the scattering channel, the interference between one- and two-photon exchange
amplitudes induces a kinematical term

√
(1 + ε)/(1 − ε) in the ®reduced cross section¯,

ε−1 = 1 + 2(1 + τ) tan2(θe/2), where θe is the electron scattering angle, in the lab. sys-
tem. This term violates the commonly accepted linear behavior of the reduced cross section
σred = a + bε. This property must be satisˇed by all model calculations.

A second possibility is to do an exact calculation of the box diagram, which is possible
for electronÄelectron and electronÄmuon scattering, and in the crossed channel (i.e., replacing
the proton with a lepton) [10], where the muon can be considered a structureless proton. Even
if such a calculation is not rigorous when applied to the interaction on proton, the interest
of a pure QED calculation is that the results should be considered as an upper limit for any
calculation involving protons, as it will be discussed in this work.

The discussion of TPE box diagram in ep scattering cannot be restricted to one-proton
intermediate state, but inelastic amplitudes should be consistently taken into account. Con-
cerning the real part, the contributions to the amplitude from the proton on one side and
from the inelastic intermediate states on the other side, are not gauge-invariant, if considered
separately. Only their sum is gauge-invariant: the WardÄTakahashi identities relate the vertex
function and the nucleon Green function [11]. On the contrary, for the imaginary part, these
contributions are separately gauge-invariant, as the intermediate nucleon is on shell, as well
as the external nucleons, therefore they must have comparable values.

Analyticity arguments lead to a (almost complete) compensation of elastic and inelastic
contributions in the whole amplitude. This statement is rigorous in QED [12], and has been
recently extended to electronÄhadron scattering at small scattering angles. Moreover, based
on such a statement, sum rules which relate peripheral cross section and elastic form factors
have been derived in QCD and their validity veriˇed on experimental data (see [13] and refs.
therein). Therefore, one can state that elastic and inelastic contributions are of the same order
of magnitude, which is sufˇcient for our aim here.
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Fig. 1. s-channel discontinuity of the Feynman box amplitude for eμ scattering

The notion of ®nucleon form factors (FF)¯ cannot be applied to the two-photon exchange
amplitude (TPE) since one of the nucleons is off mass shell. Nevertheless, the s-channel
imaginary part of TPE, which corresponds to a single on mass shell nucleon and on mass
shell electron in the intermediate state, can be analyzed in terms of FFs. Moreover, it provides
the gauge-invariant contribution to the imaginary part of the whole TPE. We build a simple
model, calculating the eμ box Feynman diagram with one muon (nucleon) in the intermediate
state. For the proton case, the muon mass is taken equal to the proton mass, and the proton
structure is described by form factors.

We can neglect the spin dependence and we calculate scalar four-dimensional integrals
with point-like particles (in case of eμ scattering), and including proton form factors (for
ep scattering). A complete calculation was performed in [14] where similar scalar Feynman
integrals with three and four denominators are involved.

Our aim is not to do a complete calculation of the box diagram, but to ˇnd an upper limit
of this term: in every step, one should compare the relevant integrals. The purpose of this
note is to prove that modeling of the proton by Q2 decreasing form factors leads to a smaller
contribution of the box diagram, compared to the QED case. We will prove this statement
for the imaginary part of the amplitude corresponding to the box diagram with one proton
line connecting two γpp vertexes and the validity for the relevant part of the full amplitude,
A, can be inferred through dispersion relations:

A(s, t) =
1
π

∫
ds′ ImA(s′, t)
(s′ − s − iε)

. (1)

Let us consider the cases where the target T is a proton or a muon (Fig. 1) with the following
convention for the particle four momenta:

e(p1) + T (p) → e(p′′1) + T (p′′) → e(p′1) + T (p′). (2)

The following kinematical relations hold in the center-of-mass frame:

p1 + p = p′1 + p′, q = p1 − p′1, p
′
1 + p′ = p′′1 + p′′, q1 = p1 − p′′1 , q2 = p′′1 − p′1,

Q2
1 = −q2

1 = −(p1 − p′′1)2 = 2(p)2(1 − c1),

Q2
2 = −q2

2 = −(p′′1 − p′1)
2 = 2(p)2(1 − c2),

Q2 = −q2 = −(p1 − p′′1)2 = 2(p)2(1 − c),
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where c1 = cos θ1 , c2 = cos θ2, c = cos θ, and θ1 = ̂p1p′′
1 , θ2 = ̂p′′

1p
′
1, and θ = ̂p1p′

1. The
momenta carried by the virtual photons are q1 = k and q2 = q − k.

The contribution to the Feynman amplitude corresponding to the diagram of Fig. 1 can be
written as

M =
1

(2π)2

∫ NdΓ
(Q2

1 + λ2)(Q2
2 + λ2)

, (3)

where N = F (Q2
1)F (Q2

2)(N = 1) for ep(eμ) scattering, λ is a ˇctitious photon mass and dΓ
is the phase volume of the loop intermediate state. The notation F (Q2

1)F (Q2
2) indicates the

bilinear combination of the Dirac F1 and Pauli F2 nucleon form factors.
Taking into account the fact that the intermediate particles are on shell, one can write for

the proton case:

dΓ = d4p′′1δ(p′′21 − m2)δ(p′′2 − M2)d4p′′δ4(p1 + p − p′′1 − p′′) =

=
d3p′′1
2ε′′1

d3p′′

2ε′′
δ4(p1 + p − p′′1 − p′′) =

d3p′′1
4ε′′1ε′′

δ(
√

s − ε′′1 − ε′′),

ε′′1 =
s − M2

2
√

s
, ε′′ =

s + M2

2
√

s
. (4)

Finally, one can write

dΓ =
s − M2

8s
dO′′

1 , (5)

where dO′′
1 is the solid angle of the electron in the intermediate state, which can be expressed

as a function of the angles deˇned above as

dO′′
1 =

2dQ2
1 dQ2

2√
D1Q2

0

, D1 = 2(Q2
1 +Q2

2)Q
2Q2

0−2Q2Q2
1Q

2
2− (Q2

1−Q2
2)

2Q2
0− (Q2)2Q2

0, (6)

with the relation Q2
0 = 2p2 = (s − M2)2/(2s). The positivity of the function D deˇnes the

solid angle kinematically available for the reaction.
Therefore, one can write the contributions corresponding to the ®QED¯ diagram in Fig. 1,

in case of a muon target:

Mμ =
1√
8s

∫
dQ2

1 dQ2
2√

D1(Q2
1 + λ2)(Q2

2 + λ2)
. (7)

Introducing a generalized form factor for the proton, one ˇnds for the ®QCD¯ diagram of
Fig. 1, in case of a proton target:

Mp =
1√
8s

∫
dQ2

1 dQ2
2 F (Q2

1)F (Q2
2)√

D1(Q2
1 + λ2)(Q2

2 + λ2)
. (8)

We imply that both amplitudes are similarly infrared regularized, which, for the purpose
of our paper, is equivalent to consider λ as a ˇnite quantity. Therefore, the condition
F (Q2

1)F (Q2
2) < 1 is equivalent to the statement that the value of the electronÄmuon scat-

tering amplitude can be considered an upper estimation of the amplitude for electronÄproton
scattering.
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Nucleon form factors are functions which are rapidly decreasing with Q2. The Pauli and
Dirac form factors, F1 and F2, are related to the Sachs form factors by

F1(Q2) =
τGM (Q2) + GE(Q2)

τ + 1
, F2(Q2) =

GM (Q2) − GE(Q2)
τ + 1

, τ =
Q2

4M2
, (9)

with the following normalization: F1(0) = 1, F2(0) = μp − 1 = 1.79, where μp is the
magnetic moment of the proton in units of Born magneton.

Let us consider the dipole approximation as a good approximation at least for the magnetic
proton form factor GM , although it has been shown that the electric form factor GE deviates
from the dipole form [2]. In any case, any parametrization closer to the data will give even
lower values as compared to the dipole form. In this approximation, we have

FD
1 (Q2) =

(τμp + 1)GD(Q2)
τ + 1

, FD
2 (Q2) =

(μp − 1)GD(Q2)
τ + 1

,

GD(Q2) = [1 + Q2(GeV)2/0.71]−2.

(10)

In Fig. 2 we show F1(Q2) (solid line), F2(Q2) (dashed line), which are smaller than unity
practically overall the Q2 range. The product F1(Q2

1)F1(Q2
2) is shown in Fig. 3 as a bidi-

mensional plot, and in Fig. 4, as a projection on the Q2
1 axis for Q2

2 = 0.05 GeV2 (solid line),
Q2

2 = 1.2 GeV2 (dashed line), Q2
2 = 2 GeV2 (dotted line).

Fig. 2. Form factors as a function of Q2: solid line Å F1(Q
2), dashed line Å F2(Q

2)

One can see that the condition F (Q2
1)F (Q2

2) < 1 is satisˇed, starting from very low values
of Q2. Let us stress that F1(Q2) is normalized to 1 and decreases with Q2, being therefore
smaller than unity; in the expression of the hadronic current, F2(Q2) is multiplied by qμ,
which lowers its contribution at small Q2, whereas at larger Q2 it does not compensate the
steep Q−6 behavior of this form factor, as expected from quark counting rules [16]. This is
the reason why we can replace the bilinear combination F (Q2

1)F (Q2
2) by F1(Q2

1)F1(Q2
2).
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Fig. 3. Bidimensional plot of F1(Q
2
1)F1(Q

2
2) as a function of Q2

1 and Q2
2

Fig. 4. Projection on F1(Q
2
1)F1(Q

2
2) on the Q2

1 axis for Q2
2 = 0.05 GeV2 (solid line), Q2

2 =

1.2 GeV2 (dashed line), Q2
2 = 2 GeV2 (dotted line)

Furthermore, we note that a destructive interference of the contributions of the single
proton and its excited states takes place in (1), which results in additional suppression of
ep amplitude compared to eμ. A mutual compensation of the amplitudes for ®elastic¯ proton
intermediate state with the excited hadronic states exists, and the reason lies in the supercon-
vergent character of the dispersion relation (1), where the total amplitude is implied. Indeed,
considering the amplitude for virtual Compton scattering in the complex s plane, closing the
integration contour to the right-hand singularities (which correspond to the proton interme-
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diate state (pole) and to excited hadron states (cuts)) a compensation takes place, up to the
small contribution of the left-hand cut. Details are given in [13]. Therefore, all model calcu-
lations for ep elastic scattering as [15] should result in smaller contribution of the two-photon
amplitude, as compared to QED calculations [10].

In conclusion, let us note that any (quantitative) application of our considerations to
polarization phenomena is outside the purpose of this paper. Our statements were done for
the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude, and extended to the full amplitude with the
help of dispersion relations. As far as the real amplitude of ep scattering is concerned, the
whole TPE amplitude is smaller than the contribution of the one-proton intermediate state of
the TPE amplitude, due to a compensation of elastic and inelastic states. Reasons in favor of
this cancellation were given in the literature [13]. But, even if we neglect the compensation
effects, the QED eμ amplitude dominates the relevant one-proton real ep TPE amplitude, due
to the steep falling of form factors. Our statement, about the QED dominance, is relevant to
the whole ep amplitude. This is the main conclusion of the present work.
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